Terms of Services
These terms of services, together with any other addenda, terms and conditions or documents
expressly incorporated herein constitute the entire agreement between the parties (together,
the “
Terms”). In the event of any inconsistency between these terms of services and any of
the other addenda, terms and documents, the provisions of these terms of services shall
prevail to the extent of such inconsistency. All other information provided on the Nimbus
Platform or oral/written statements made are excluded from these Terms and do not
constitute a legal agreement between the parties. Use of the Nimbus Platform and the
Services is governed by these Terms.
By accessing, viewing or downloading information from the Nimbus Platform and using the
Services provided by Nimbus Company, you acknowledge that you have read and
considered, and you understand and unconditionally agree to be bound, by these Terms.
Nimbus may, at any time, without notice, amend the Terms. You agree to continue to be
bound by any such amended Terms and that Nimbus has no obligation to notify you of such
amendments. You acknowledge that it is your responsibility to check these Terms
periodically for changes and that your continued use of the Nimbus Platform and Services
offered by the Nimbus Company following the posting of any changes to the Terms indicates
your acceptance of any such changes.
The Nimbus Platform and the copyright in all text, graphics, images, software and any other
materials on the Nimbus Platform are owned by Nimbus Company, including all trademarks
and other Intellectual Property Rights in respect of materials and Services on the Nimbus
Platform. Materials on the Nimbus Platform may only be used for personal use and
non-commercial purposes.
You may display on a computer screen or print extracts from the Nimbus Platform for the
above-stated purposes only provided that you retain any copyright and other proprietary
notices or any of Nimbus Co.’s trademarks or logos, as shown on the initial printout or
download without alteration, addition or deletion. Except as expressly stated herein, you may
not without Nimbus’s prior written permission alter, modify, reproduce, distribute or use in
any other commercial context any materials from the Nimbus Platform.
You acknowledge that ‘Nimbus and the Nimbus logo are trademarks of Nimbus Co. You
may reproduce such trademarks without alteration on material downloaded from the Nimbus
Platform to the extent authorised above, but you may not otherwise use, copy, adapt or erase
them.
You shall not in any circumstance obtain any rights over or in respect of the Nimbus Platform
(other than rights to use the Nimbus Platform pursuant to these Terms and any other terms
and conditions governing a particular service or section of the Nimbus Platform) or hold
yourself out as having any such rights over or in respect of the Nimbus Platform.

You are not allowed to access or use the Services or the Nimbus Platform if you are located,
incorporated or otherwise established in, or a citizen or resident of: (i) the United States of
America, Bermuda, Cuba, Iran, Syria, North Korea or Sudan; (ii) any state, country or other
jurisdiction that is embargoed by the United States of America; (iii) a jurisdiction where it
would be illegal according to Applicable Law for you (by reason of your nationality,
domicile, citizenship, residence or otherwise) to access or use the Services or the Nimbus
Platform; or (iv) where the publication or availability of the Services or the Nimbus Platform
is prohibited or contrary to local law or regulation, or could subject any member of the
Nimbus Co. to any local registration or licensing requirements (together, the “Restricted
Jurisdictions”). Nimbus Co. may, in its sole discretion, implement controls to restrict access
to the Services or the Nimbus Platform in any of the Restricted Jurisdictions. If Nimbus Co.
determines that you are accessing the Services or the Nimbus Platform from any Restricted
Jurisdiction, or have given false representations as to your location of incorporation,
establishment, citizenship or place of residence, Nimbus reserves the right to close any of
your accounts immediately and liquidate any existing positions.
Disclaimer: This document is not an offer to sell securities of any investment fund or a
solicitation of offers to buy any such securities or digital assets. Any decision to participate
must be based solely investor’s assessment, and the risk appetite of the investor, regardless of
any information investors may have been otherwise furnished, including this document. The
summary provided herein of the Nimbus terms and conditions does not purport to be
complete. All Nimbus documents should be read in their entirety prior to a participation in
the Nimbus Platform. A participation in any digital assets, strategy, or products, including the
strategy described herein, involves a high degree of risk. There is no guarantee that the
investment objective will be achieved. Past performance of these products and objectives is
not necessarily indicative of future results. There is the possibility of loss and all investment
involves risk including the loss of principal. Securities or digital assets of the platform are not
registered with any regulatory authority, are offered pursuant to exemptions from such
registration, and are subject to significant restrictions. Performance results are presented for
informational and illustrative purposes only and reflect the impact that material economic and
market factors had on the participants decision-making process. No representation is being
made that any participator will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown.
Moreover, the performance results presented represents an interpretation of the performance
results of a proprietary trading and technology managed by Nimbus, with an bounty program
similar to the anticipated program of the platform. The results do not reflect the
actual results of the bounty program or the composition of its liquidity. Cumulative monthly
returns are calculated net of trading and borrowing fees and gross of all other fees, including
incentive allocation; however, performance of individual participators may vary based upon
differing inventive allocation arrangements, and the timing of contributions and withdrawals.
Nimbus Platform cannot and does not guarantee or predict a similar outcome with respect to
any participators in the Platform or any of its products. Performance numbers were prepared
by Nimbus, and have not been compiled, reviewed or audited by an independent accountant.

The projected returns are inclusive of the reinvestment dividends and other earnings, but do
not give effect to high water marks, if any. The information provided is historical and
interpretative and is not a guide to future performance. Participants should be aware that a
complete loss of digital assets is possible. The graphs, charts and other visual aids are
provided for informational purposes only. None of these graphs, charts or visual aids can and
of themselves be used to make investment decisions. No representation is made that these
will assist any person in making investment decisions and no graph, chart or other visual aid
can capture all factors and variables required in making such decisions.

